
Educator Facilitates "We/I Can"... 3 4 5

Software Web Sites iDevice Apps Other

(A)  create original products using a variety of
resources;

Learners create products
using various technology
tools.

We/I can make something new
using different technology tools. R M A

(B)  analyze trends and forecast possibilities,
developing steps for the creation of an
innovative process or product; and

Learners will analyze data and
make predictions to create
processes or products.

We/I can make predictions about
data then create something new. I R M

(C)  use virtual environments to explore systems
and issues.

Learners learn from exploring
digital experiences and tools.

We/I can learn by exploring virtual
technology tools. I R M

Software Web Sites iDevice Apps Other

(A)  draft, edit, and publish products in different
media individually and collaboratively;

Learners work individually and
with others (locally or globally)
to draft, edit, and publish
various products.

We/I can work by myself and with
others (in my school or around the
world) to plan, edit and publish
different products.

I M A

(B)  use font attributes, color, white space, and
graphics to ensure that products are appropriate
for multiple communication media, including
monitor display, web, and print;

Learners can create a
multimedia project that
communicates what they have
learned using appropriate
color, white space, graphics,
and fonts.

We/I can design a project that can
be presented using the computer,
internet, and/or in print by
choosing the appropriate layout,
font, color, and pictures.

I M A

(C)  collaborate effectively through personal
learning communities and social environments;

Learners will collaborate
effectively through personal
learning communities and
social networks.

We/I can work together to learn
and share ideas. I M A

(D)  select and use appropriate collaboration
tools;

Learners will choose and use
the appropriate tool for
collaborating.

We/I can choose tools that will
help us work together. I R M

(E)  evaluate the product for relevance to the
assignment or task; and

Learners will evaluate the
product for the relevance to
the assignment.

We/I can decide if my product
meets the expectations for the
assignment.

I M A

(F)  perform basic software application
functions, including opening applications and
creating, modifying, printing, and saving files.

Learners understand how to
perform basic software
functions including opening
programs and creating,
modifying, printing and saving
files.

We/I can open a program and
make, change, print and save files. R M A

Software Web Sites iDevice Apps Other

New TEKS/NETS *Possible resources to consider when planning activities/lessons

CREATIVITY & INNOVATION

MAKE IT!
Introduce
Reinforce

Master
Apply

Resources*
(1)  Creativity and innovation. The student uses
creative thinking and innovative processes to
construct knowledge and develop digital products.

KidPix,
PowerPoint,

Excel, MS Word,
Kidspiration,

SMART
Notebook,

Photobooth,
iMovie,

MovieMaker

Google
Presentation,

Google
Spreadsheet,

Prezi, Kerpoof,
Storybird,

Littlebird Tales,
Animoto,

MyStoryMaker,
Popplet, Voki,

Blabberize,
Zooburst,

ReadWriteThink,

 Animoto,
Audioboo,
ShowMe,

PuppetPals,
StoryKit, Popplet,

IdeaSketch,
PicCollage, iMovie

Thinking Maps

COMMUNICATION & COLLABORATION

SHARE IT!
Introduce
Reinforce

Master
Apply

Resources*
(2)  Communication and collaboration. The student
collaborates and communicates both locally and
globally using digital tools and resources to reinforce

KidPix,
PowerPoint,

Excel, MS Word,
Kidspiration,

SMART
Notebook,

Photobooth,
iMovie,

MovieMaker

blogs, Skype,
Google

Presentation,
Google Sites,

Twitter, Edmodo,
Prezi, School
Email, Linoit,
WallWisher,

CorkboardMe,
TypewithMe,

Today's Meet,
CrocDoc,

PhotoPeach,
SlideRocket,
VoiceThread,

Socrative,
Tricider, Answer

Garden

Storylines, Skype,
Show Me,

Edmodo, Twitter,
Blogger,

Socrative, Explain
Everything,

Educreations

Thinking Maps

RESEARCH & INFORMATION FLUENCY
FIND IT!

Introduce
Reinforce

Master
Apply

Resources*
(3)  Research and information fluency. The student
acquires and evaluates digital content. The student
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(A)  use various search strategies such as
keyword(s); the Boolean identifiers (and, or, and
not); and other strategies appropriate to specific
search engines;

Learners will use various
search strategies such as
keyword(s); Boolean
identifiers (and, or, and not);
and other strategies
appropriate to specific search
engines.

We/I can find answers to my
questions using search engine
strategies such as using keywords,
phrases, and the words "and","or",
and "not".

I R M

(B)  collect and organize information from a
variety of formats, including text, audio, video,
and graphics;

Learners can collect and
organize information from a
variety of formats, including
text, audio, video, and
graphics.

We/I can collect and organize
information from text, audio, video
and graphics.

I R M

(C)  validate and evaluate the relevance and
appropriateness of information; and

Learners will validate and
evaluate the relevance and
appropriateness of
information.

We/I can decide if facts I find are
useful. R M A

(D)  acquire information appropriate to specific
tasks.

Learners will acquire
information appropriate to
specific tasks.

We/I can find information that
helps me complete assignments. I M A

Software Web Sites iDevice Apps Other

(A)  identify information regarding a problem and
explain the steps toward the solution;

Learnerswill identify what they
know, don't know, and need to
know in order to explain the
steps to solve a problem.

We/I can share what I know, don't
know, and need to know to solve a
problem.

R R M

(B)  collect, analyze, and represent data to solve
problems using tools such as word processing,
databases, spreadsheets, graphic organizers,
charts, multimedia, simulations, models, and
programming languages;

Learners will use technology
tools to collect, analyze, and
share data.

We/I can share what I know using
technology tools. R M A

(C)  evaluate student-created products through
self and peer review for relevance to the
assignment or task; and

Learners will reflect on their
products and the products of
others before turning in
assignments.

We/I can decide if my projects and
the projects of others fit the
assignment given.

I M A

(D)  evaluate technology tools applicable for
solving problems.

Learners will choose an
appropriate technology tool
based on the project.

We/I can choose the best
technology tool for my activity. R R M

Software Web Sites iDevice Apps Other
(A)  adhere to acceptable use policies reflecting
positive social behavior in the digital
environment;

Learners will follow the AUP
for using technology tools to
communicate.

We/I can follow the AUP for using
technology tools to communicate. R R M

(B)  respect the intellectual property of others;
Learners will use software,
text, images, audio, and video
found while using technology
tools responsibly.

We/I can be responsible with
programs, words, pictures, sounds,
and movies found while using
technology tools.

R M A

New TEKS/NETS *Possible resources to consider when planning activities/lessons
MS Word,

PowerPoint,
Kidspiration,

SMART Notebook

Destiny, World
Book Online,

WebPath
Express,

PebbleGo,
BrainPop, Google
(Advanced Search

only), Boolify,
Safari Montage,

KidsClick,
SweetSearch,
Wonderopolis,
Gale Infotrack

Destiny Quest,
Safari Montage,
Google Earth,

NASA

campus librarian,
Big 6, evaluating
information rubric

CRITICAL THINKING, PROBLEM
SOLVING, & DECISION MAKING

SOLVE IT!
Introduce
Reinforce

Master
Apply

Resources*
(4)  Critical thinking, problem solving, and decision
making. The student researches and evaluates
projects using digital tools and resources. The

Excel
spreadsheet,
PowerPoint,

SMART Notebook

Google
Documents,

Google
Spreadsheet,

Google Forms,
Linoit, Prezi,

CreateAGraph,
Survey Monkey,

Scratch

Easy Chart,
Popplet, TallyPad,

IdeaSketch,
Skitch

 LEGO Robotics,
embed codes,

PBL, Educator or
Learner created

rubrics

DIGITAL CITIZENSHIP

PROTECT IT!
Introduce
Reinforce

Master
Apply

Resources*
(5)  Digital citizenship. The student practices safe,
responsible, legal, and ethical behavior while using
digital tools and resources. The student is expected

Microsoft Clipart Google Advanced
Image search,
Pics4learning,

Edupics,
Soundzabound,
Safari Montage,

 Professor
Garfield, Destiny

Quest, Safari
Montage

age appropriate
list of the rules

(AUP)
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(C)  abide by copyright law and the Fair Use
Guidelines for Educational Multimedia;

Learners will use software,
text, images, audio, and video
found while using technology
tools responsibly.

We/I can be responsible with
programs, words, pictures, sounds,
and movies found while using
technology tools.

R M A

(D)  protect and honor the individual privacy of
oneself and others;

Learners will follow the AUP
guidelines for privacy
protection.

We/I can follow the AUP rules for
keeping my information and the
information of others private.

R R M

(E)  follow the rules of digital etiquette;
Learners will communicate
respectfully when using
technology.

We/I can show respect for others
when communicating with them
using technology.

R R M

(F)  practice safe, legal, and responsible use of
information and technology; and

Learners will follow rules for
copyright and digital safety.

We/I can follow rules for copyright
and digital safety. R M A

(G)  comply with fair use guidelines and digital
safety rules.

Learners will follow rules for
fair use (limted use of
copyrighted material without
permission) and digital safety.

We/I can follow rules for fair use
and digital safety. R M A

Software Web Sites iDevice Apps Other
(A)  demonstrate an understanding of
technology concepts, including terminology for
the use of operating systems, network systems,
virtual systems, and learning systems
appropriate for Grades 3-5 learning;

Learners will learn and apply
age appropriate technology
vocabulary.

We/I can use technology
vocabulary correctly. I R M

(B)  manipulate files using appropriate naming
conventions; file management, including folder
structures and tagging; and file conversions;

Learners will use proper
naming, file types, and
organization (using folders
and tagging) when saving
files.

We/I can choose a file type, name
and use folders or tagging to
organize my files.

R M A

(C)  navigate systems and applications
accessing peripherals both locally and remotely;

Learners will open, upload,
create, edit, scan, save, and
print using technology tools.

We/I can open, upload, create,
edit, scan, save, and print using
technology tools.

R M A

(D)  troubleshoot minor technical problems with
hardware and software using available
resources such as online help and knowledge
bases; and

Learners will use available
help when troubleshooting.

We/I can use available help when
there are problems with
technology.

R R M

(E)  use proper touch keyboarding techniques
and ergonomic strategies such as correct hand
and body positions and smooth and rhythmic
keystrokes.

Learners will learn and use
proper keyboarding
techniques with a focus on
proper hand and body
position.

We/I can use proper keyboarding
skills and posture. I R M

New TEKS/NETS *Possible resources to consider when planning activities/lessons

TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS &
CONCEPTS USE IT!

Introduce
Reinforce

Master
Apply

Resources*
(6)  Technology operations and concepts. The
student demonstrates knowledge and appropriate
use of technology systems, concepts, and

KidPix,
PowerPoint,

Typing Instructor
for Kids, Word,
tutorials, help
feature, user
guides, help

sheets, search
engines

Google Docs,
Prezi, online
tutorials, user
guides, help

sheets, search
engines

tutorials within
apps, help feature

within apps

H:drive, S:share,
age appropriate
vocabulary list,

keyboarding mats,
logging in to the

computer


